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All steel construction

Ambidextrous action

Firing pin indicator

Ambidextrous bolt-catch

Timney trigger

Precision barrel

Muzzle thread

PlasOx surface protection

Barreled Action

Ambidextrous actions:  Every RS 700 action is fully ambidextrous and can be fitted in a right-hand and left-hand stock. 
 There is also a recess for right-hand and left-hand safety-levers on both sides of the action.

Ambidextrous bolt-catch:  Not only does the slide catch elegantly fill the recess for the bolt handle of your Remington 700    
 stock but it can also be mounted on both sides of the action.

All steel construction:  The RS 700 is designed to last. All parts of the action are made from high-strenght steel, just like       
 his great idol.

PlasOx surface protection: All the steel parts must be protected against the hardest conditions. Thats why all parts are
 surface-hardened and oxidiced to withstand scratches and corrosion like no other protection.

Precision barrels:  When precision counts you can count on our match grade cold-extruded barrels. Unparalleled   
 precision and durability is our standard.

Muzzle thread:  All barrels are equiped with a muzzle-thread to accommodate your muzzle device like a moderator.

Firing pin indicator:  The Indicator is directly connected to the firing pin. You can see and feel the state of your rifle.

Timney trigger:  Because we don‘t do things by halves, we have teamed up with the best. 
 A Timney Hunter Elite Trigger is part of every rifle. It comes with the two position safety and a pre   
 adjusted pull-weight of 2,5 pounds.



High strenght polyuretane: The Ava-Tahr stock is not only a trend-setter when it comes to ist ergonomic design but also the choice of material. Due to the
 polyuretane material the stock is strong, light-weight and made from full material. No more anoying, cheap looking hollow stocks. 

7 different recoil pads:  Changing the lenght of a stock can be expansive. With our 7 different recoil pads, you can inexpensively adjust the length of the 
 stock to your needs in a matter of seconds. 

Quick adjustable cheek-rest: With the button on the side you can extend and retract the cheek-rest in a matter of seconds.    
 Useful when using high mounts or night vision optics.

Pillar bedding:  To reduce stress in the stock the pillars transmit the clamping force of the action-screw directly from the bottom-metal 
 to the action without any tensions.

Sniper cut:  For a precise shot the passive hand should pull the stock in your shoulder to release tension from the active hand. 
 The sniper cut will help you with that.

Ergonomic pistol grip:  A steep angle and palm support on both sides will give you perfect control, shot after shot.

Quick detachable sling swivels: Removing the sling from the swivels can be annoying. 
 With the QD sling swivels you can take off the swivels togehter with the sling in seconds.

Ambidextrous design:  Do you want to share your right-handed rifle with your left-handed friend? No problem. 
 The stock is ambidextrous and super ergonomic for both users.

Mlok:  Every Ava-Tahr stock comes with a MLok insert to accomotate your accessories, like your Bone bipod.

AICS compatible:  AICS stands for „Accuraty International Chassis System“ and is the standard on the market for magazines. 
 Every double row- single feed AICS compatible magazine will fit the rifle. Polymer as well as metal with and without binder plate.

Ambidextrous magazine catch: Easy to access from both sides in any position.
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Ergonomic design: Different than the AVA-Tahr the Legend is designed for right-hand or for left-hand users. 
 This gives the stock its beautiful classic shape combined with modern lines to underline its fresh character. 

Premium grade wood:  All Legend stocks are made from the best walnut rootwood because a legend not only has to shoot well, but also has to look good. 

Rose wood tip: A classic element with wooden stocks is the rose wood tip with a red inlay.

Pillar bedding:  To reduce stress in the stock the pillars transmit the clamping force of the action-screw directly from the bottom-metal 
 to the action without any tensions.

Quick detachable sling swivels:  Removing the sling from the swivels can be annoying. With the QD sling swivels you can take off the swivels togehter 
 with the sling in seconds.

Mlok:  Every Legend stock comes with a MLok insert to accomotate your accessories, like your Bone bipod.

AICS compatible: AICS stands for „Accuraty International Chassis System“ and is the standard on the market for magazines. 
 Every double row- single feed AICS compatible magazine will fit the rifle. Polymer as well as metal with and without binder plate.

Ambidextrous magazine catch:  Easy to access from both sides in any position.

LEGEND



Ergonomic design: Once you‘ve held this stock in your hand, you won‘t want to let go of it. It fits like a glove. 

Barrier stop:  For all the PRS shooters out there- the barrier stop is not only corrugated but also the center balance point of the RS 700. 

Flat for-end: Shooting from different positions was never easier than with the wide, flat for-end of the XRS chassis.

Mlok:  Every XRS stock comes with MLok mounting points all over the for-end to accomotate your accessories, like your Bone bipod.

Sniper cut:  For a precise shot the passive hand should pull the stock in your shoulder to release tension from the active hand. 
 The sniper cut will help you with that.

Ambidextrous design:  Do you want to share your right-handed rifle with your left-handed friend? No problem.  
 The stock is ambidextrous and super ergonomic for both users.

AICS compatible: AICS stands for „Accuraty International Chassis System“ and is the standard on the market for magazines.
 Every double row- single feed AICS compatible magazine will fit the rifle. Polymer as well as metal with and without binder plate.

Ambidextrous magazine catch:  Easy to access from both sides in any position.

Pre-mounted sling swivel studs:  Just in case you have to carry your XRS for a while we have the studs installed. Easy to remove for sport-shooting.
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Stocks: The RS 700 is compatible with all right-hand and left-hand 700 Short Action stocks. 
 In case you want to change the stock from right to left or the other way you even can change the bolt-catch which 
 not only elegantly fills the recess for the bolt handle of your Remington 700 stock but can also be mounted on both 
 sides of the action. 

Barrels:  Our action takes all 700 barrels with barrel nut or with shoulder. Since we use a so called „fat bolt“ design there is a 
 small rework to be done to accommodate our bolt which is slightly bigger in diameter. 

AICS compatible: AICS stands for „Accuraty International Chassis System“ and is the standard on the market for magazines.    
 Every double row- single feed AICS compatible magazine will fit the rifle. Polymer as well as metal with and without   
 binder plate.

Triggers:  All 700 triggers are compatible with our rifle.

2 piece scope mounts:  Do you like a fixed scope mount or an elegant swing-mount? It‘s your choice.

Recoil lugs:  Our recoil lugs are made from high strenght steel according to Modell 700 specs.
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